Welcome to the Chinese Canadian Studies Resource Guide.

Both electronic and printed resources are included to help you with research on topics related to Chinese in Canada. The printed resources can be found in the Cheng Yu Tung East Asian Library, Robarts Library, and other University of Toronto libraries.

The list of resources presented in this guide is selective, and the majority of them are available at the University of Toronto Libraries. The guide includes selective monographs on the different subject areas and a brief introduction of electronic resources on Chinese Canadian studies.

Books

The subject coverage of the Chinese Canadian Studies in the books selected for this guide is diverse and includes a variety of topics.

The book titles are organized according to topics that reflect the major area of study of the book.

Chinese Canadian Art

_Beyond borders : contemporary Chinese-Canadian art in Manitoba_
First son : portraits by C.D. Hoy
E-10 05833 THOMAS FISHER RARE BOOK LIBRARY
TR680 .H69 1999 UNIVERSITY COLLEGE LIBRARY STACKS

_In transition : Chinese Canadian artists in Vancouver [Chinese/ English]_
華裔藝術家之蛻變
N 6539.3 .C446 1989 ROYAL ONTARIO MUSEUM REFERENCE LIBRARY
ROM FAR EASTERN COLLECTION

_Self not whole : cultural identity and Chinese-Canadian artists in Vancouver, November 2-30, 1991 [Chinese/ English]_
E-10 04832 THOMAS FISHER RARE BOOK LIBRARY

Biography of Chinese Canadians

_Being Chinese : voices from the diaspora_
DS732 .D45 2003X ROBARTS LIBRARY STACKS

_Deng huo lan shan chu : San shi san wei Jianada Hua yi yi min di gu shi_
燈火闌珊處：三十三位加拿大華裔移民的故事
F5032 .C5 L56 1994 EAST ASIAN LIBRARY STACKS

_Diamond Grill_
PS 8545 .A31D53 1996 ROBARTS LIBRARY STACKS,
canlit 04649 THOMAS FISHER RARE BOOK LIBRARY

_Edith and Winnifred Eaton : Chinatown missions and Japanese romances_
PS8487 .U54 Z68 2002 ROBARTS LIBRARY STACKS,
UTM LIBRARY STACKS,
UTSC LIBRARY STACKS
Feng ye guo li jian jia yuan : Jianada Taiwan yi min fen dou lu
楓葉國裏建家園：加拿大台灣移民奮鬥錄
F5032 .C5 586 1996 EAST ASIAN LIBRARY STACKS

Onoto Watanna: the story of Winnifred Eaton
Onoto Watanna : the story of Winnifred Eaton
PR9199.3 .W3689 Z58 ROBARTS LIBRARY STACKS, 2001 VICTORIA UNIVERSITY E.J. PRATT LIBRARY STACKS

Paper shadows: a Chinatown childhood
Paper shadows : a Chinatown childhood
PS8555 .H665 Z468 1999 TRINITY COLLEGE LIBRARY STACKS, UNIVERSITY COLLEGE LIBRARY STACKS
PR9199.3 C476 Z473 1999 VICTORIA UNIVERSITY E.J. PRATT LIBRARY STACKS

Sui Sin Far/Edith Maude Eaton: a literary biography
Sui Sin Far/Edith Maude Eaton : a literary biography
PS8487 .U54 Z97 1995 ROBARTS LIBRARY STACKS, TRINITY COLLEGE LIBRARY STACKS, UNIVERSITY COLLEGE LIBRARY STACKS
PR9199.2 .S93 Z97 1995 VICTORIA UNIVERSITY E.J. PRATT LIBRARY STACKS

The concubine's children
The concubine's children
CS39 .C42 C46 1994 ROBARTS LIBRARY STACKS, ROM FAR EASTERN COLLECTION, UTM LIBRARY STACKS, UTSC LIBRARY STACKS
FC3850 .C5 C5 1994 TRINITY COLLEGE LIBRARY STACKS

Wo zai Jianada dang lü shi: Cai Shixin de gu shi
我在加拿大当律师：蔡世新的故事
KE416 .C35 L5 2000 EAST ASIAN LIBRARY STACKS

Yuan meng Jianada : Jia guo Hua ren "lao mo" shi hua shi shuo
圆梦加拿大：加国华人"劳模"实话实說
F1035 .C5 Z46 2000 EAST ASIAN LIBRARY STACKS

Visible minorities and multiculturalism: Asians in Canada
Visible minorities and multiculturalism : Asians in Canada
F5032 .A8 V5 ROBARTS LIBRARY STACKS 305.895071 V831V INFORMATION STUDIES INFORUM
305.895071 V831 OISE/UT LIBRARY

Chinese Canadians and Economics of Canada
Chinese Canadians and Economics of Canada

Chinese immigrants and ethnic enterprise: transplanted cultural thesis and blocked mobility thesis reconsidered
Chinese immigrants and ethnic enterprise : transplanted cultural thesis and blocked mobility thesis reconsidered
HD2344.5 .C3 L5 1993 ROBARTS LIBRARY STACKS, UNIVERSITY COLLEGE LIBRARY

Hong Kong money: how Chinese families and fortunes are changing Canada
Hong Kong money : how Chinese families and fortunes are changing Canada
HC 470.3 .D46 1989 ROBARTS LIBRARY STACKS

Racism and Chinese-Canadian business participation
Racism and Chinese-Canadian business participation
F5547 .T69 C55 1996 SCAR UTSC LIBRARY STACKS

Chinese Canadians and Education
Chinese Canadians and Education

A survey on Chinese education in Prairie Region, with reference to other regions in Canada
A survey on Chinese education in Prairie Region, with reference to other regions in Canada
371.979510712 M278S OISE/UT LIBRARY STACKS

East is east, west is west?: home literacy, culture, and schooling
East is east, west is west? : home literacy, culture, and schooling
371.829951071 G927E OISE/UT LIBRARY STACKS

Teaching and Learning in a Multilingual School: Choices, Risks, and Dilemmas
Teaching and Learning in a Multilingual School: Choices, Risks, and Dilemmas
370.11709713541 G624T OISE/UT LIBRARY STACKS

The adaptation of Hong Kong students to Canada
The adaptation of Hong Kong students to Canada
LB 2376.6 .C2M54 1985 ROBARTS LIBRARY STACKS, UTSC LIBRARY STACKS

The experience of Chinese youth adjusting to Canadian education
The experience of Chinese youth adjusting to Canadian education
[English]
371.829951071 C518E OISE/UT LIBRARY STACKS

Cultural Studies of Chinese Canadians
Cultural Studies of Chinese Canadians

An evaluation of the 1975-76 Chinese-Canadian bi-cultural program
An evaluation of the 1975-76 Chinese-Canadian bi-cultural program
370.78 T686R NO.137 OISE/UT LIBRARY
370.78 D41BEv 1976 OSE.UT MODERN LANGUAGE COLLECTION LC3734.3 .T6 D34 UTSC LIBRARY STACKS
### Chinese Canadian Literature

**All that matters**  
PS8555 .H665 A64 2005  
canlit 17926  
**Bai xue hong feng : Jia Hua zuo jia zuo pin xuan, er ji**  
白雪紅楓 : 加華作家作品選二集  
PL3183 .B36 2003  
**Banana boys**  
PS8595 .O598 B36 2000  
**Beyond silence : Chinese Canadian literature in English**  
PS 8235 .C64C43 1997  
**Chinatown ghosts**  
PS8595 .O598 C5 1986  
**Disappearing Moon Cafe**  
PS8573 .E45 D57 1990  
**Feng Hua wen ji : Jia Hua zuo jia zuo pin xuan [Chinese/ English]**  
楓華文集 : 加華作家作品選  
PL3183 .F35 1999  
**Feng xi qing : xu shu shi [Chinese/ English]**  
Maples and the stream : a narrative poem  
**Ingratitude**  
PS9555 .H444 15413 1998  
**Lin zhong man bu [Chinese/ English]**  
林中漫步  
**Many-mouthed birds : contemporary writing by Chinese Canadians**  
PS8235 .C5 M35 1991  
PS8235 .C5 M35 1992  
**Mrs. Spring Fragrance and Other Writings**  
PS8487 .U54 A6 1995  
**Monkeypuzzle**  
PS8595 .O5975 M66 2000  
**More than skin deep : poetry in English and Chinese [Chinese/ English]**  
PS8555 .H365 M67 2004  
**Mrs. Spring Fragrance and Other Writings**  
PS8487 .U54 A6 1995  
**Prize the wok : an anthology of contemporary Chinese Canadian fiction**  
PS8235 .C64 S77 2003
In a strange land: a pictorial record of the Chinese in Canada, 1788-1923
F5032 .C5 W75 1988
FC3230 .C5 W64 1988
F5032 .C5 W75 1988

Portraits of a challenge: an illustrated history of the Chinese Canadians
千岩万壑创新路：加拿大华人历史图集
FC106 .C5 L47 1984
F5032 .C5 L44 1984

Saltwater City: an illustrated history of the Chinese in Vancouver
F 5847 .V359C595 1988

Chinese Canadian History

Calling power to account: law, reparations and the Chinese Canadian head tax case
KE4479 .C34 2005

Canadian steel, Chinese grit: a tribute to the Chinese who worked on Canada’s railroads more than a century ago [Chinese/English]
FC106 .C5 C37 2000

Chinatowns: towns within cities in Canada
F5032 .C5 L35 1988
FC106 .C5 L34 ROMU

Enduring hardship: the Chinese laundry in Canada
HD8039 .L32 C4 2004
HD8039 .L3 H63 2003

From China to Canada: a history of the Chinese communities in Canada
F5032 .C5 F76 1982
971.004951 .C454G

Gold Mountain: the Chinese in the New World
F5032 .C5 C5

Immigration of orientals into Canada, with special reference to Chinese
JV7285 .C5 A6 1978

In the sea of sterile mountains: the Chinese in British Columbia
F5848 .C5 M67

Jianada Hua gong ding yue shi liao, 1906-1928
加国华人社团史料，1906-1928
HD8108.5 .C5 C45 1998

Jianada Hua qiao hua ren shi 加拿大华侨华人史
F1035 .C5 C45 2000

Jianada Hua qiao shi 加拿大华僑史
F 5032 .C5 L4

Jianada Taipingyang te lu Hua gong jian lu shi shi 加拿大太平洋鐵路華工建路史實
HE2810 .C2 S8 1987
**e-Resources**

**Websites**

**The Chinese Canadian National Council**

[URL: http://www.ccnc.ca]

The Chinese Canadian National Council provides users with background information related to Chinese Canadian history and also provides insight into Chinese culture. The CCNC has been an organization that has advocated awareness of Chinese contribution to Canadian society and it has been taking the lead for a formal redress of the Head Tax by the Federal government.

**Historical Chinese Language Materials in British Columbia: An Electronic Inventory**

[URL: http://www.sfu.ca/davidlamcentre/hclmbc/]

This website provides information and links related to Chinese Canadian history with heavy emphasis on the province of British Columbia. This site is good for those seeking general information or for a simplified version of the complex history of Chinese immigrants in Canada. There are links to information about the Gold Rush, the establishment of Barkerville and the Chinese contribution to the society among other topics.

**Chinese Canadian Genealogy**

[URL: http://www.vpl.ca/ccg]

This site gives background information about Chinese immigration to Canada and it also informs on how to read and how to look for primary documents relating to the Chinese in Canada. This is agood place for general background and information on primary sources.
The Canadian Broadcasting Corporation's website has information on Chinese immigration to Canada. It profiles the hardships and the dire living conditions that the Chinese were subjected to when they first arrived in the country.

### Databases

#### E-journal articles and other e-resources related to Chinese Canadian studies.

Some e-journal databases that UofT Libraries subscribed to contain full-text articles on Chinese Canadian studies. They cover topical studies on history and political, socio-economic conditions of Chinese immigrants as well as their cultural adaptations to the Canadian society. A short list of relevant articles are selected from the databases, such as JSTOR, EBSCO, ProQuest, and Gale/Thompson. Some of them are degree dissertations or thesis. There are a few articles also selected from journals like Macleans, Canadian Business, and Canadian Journal of Education. They have been grouped together according to their subjects.

#### Government Racial Discriminatory Acts against Chinese Canadian


#### Chinese Canadians and Race Relations


#### Chinese Canadians: Preservation of Culture and the Family unit


**Chinese Canadian Women and their Experiences**


**Chinese Immigrants and effects on the Canadian Economy**


**Chinese Immigration to Canada**

